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18th March 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,
Wednesday update in response to Coronavirus pandemic and announced school closure
Our response to the current situation is to adapt and adjust, so that your children are as safe
as they can be, and continuing to follow routines, and learn, while the world around them
becomes increasingly scary and unsure. Ambleside staff are positive and are approaching
each new day with good humour and sensitivity. Those of you who have attended, giving
words of support, have really helped us. Thank you for being so sensible – it feels like a real
team effort!
We have been preparing for school closure, and have schedules and work planned that will
help you maintain your children’s routine. Every child will receive a work pack and exercise
book for home learning. These will be hand delivered tomorrow and Friday, or sent through
the post, or passed to the children who come to school.
Every child has a schedule for their year group– this is at the top of their work pack and
should be used to timetable the day. Please display this at home and go through it with your
child. The same schedule should be followed each day. The teachers will update and refresh
the schedule adjustments to some of the activities and new ideas after the first two weeks
of closure.
There will be contact emails for you to use to stay in touch with your teaching team. These
will sent out to you on Friday.
We will use the next two days to plan. If you are able and willing to send your children to
school for the next two days, please do!
If you are poorly, you are in your thoughts and we send our best wishes.
I know you will have many questions – as soon as I have the information, I’ll pass it to you.
Yours sincerely,
Ms Bromley
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